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a b s t r a c t

Previous studies demonstrated that statistical properties of adult generated free associates
predict the order of early noun learning. We investigate an explanation for this phenome-
non that we call the associative structure of language: early word learning may be driven in
part by contextual diversity in the learning environment, with contextual diversity in care-
giver speech correlating with the cue–target structure in adult free association norms. To
test this, we examined the co-occurrence of words in caregiver speech from the CHILDES
database and found that a word’s contextual diversity—the number of unique word types
a word co-occurs with in caregiver speech—predicted the order of early word learning and
was highly correlated with the number of unique associative cues for a given target word in
adult free association norms. The associative structure of language was further supported
by an analysis of the longitudinal development of early semantic networks (from 16 to
30 months) using contextual co-occurrence. This analysis supported two growth processes:
The lure of the associates, in which the earliest learned words have more connections with
known words, and preferential acquisition, in which the earliest learned words are the
most contextually diverse in the learning environment. We further discuss the impact of
word class (nouns, verbs, etc.) on these results.

! 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Why do children learn some words earlier than others?
Developmentalists have offered answers in terms of the
psychology of young children pointing to their interests
(e.g., Goldin-Meadow, Goodrich, Sauer, & Iverson, 2007)
and the early cognitive availability of some concepts over
others (e.g., Markman, 1989; Waxman & Markow, 1995);
but researchers are also increasingly offering answers in
terms of the statistical properties of the language-learning
environment, pointing to the frequency of individual
words in the input (Goodman, Dale, & Li, 2008), the

diversity of the contexts in which they appear (e.g.,
Hurtado, Marchman, & Fernald, 2008), and the density
and sparseness of the semantic connections between
words in the input (Hills, Maouene, Maouene, Sheya, &
Smith, 2009a). Why, in language processing, do adults
more rapidly access some words over others? Researchers
have documented a variety of relevant statistical factors
including the frequency of individual words in the lan-
guage (e.g., Murray & Forster, 2004), the diversity of the
contexts in which they appear (Adelman, Brown, & Ques-
ada, 2006), the density and sparseness of semantic connec-
tions to other words (Griffiths, Steyvers, & Firl, 2007), and
the age of acquisition of the words (Gilhooly & Gilhooly,
1979). All this suggests potentially meaningful correspon-
dences between the statistical properties that matter for
early lexical learning and those that matter later for effi-
cient lexical processing.
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This paper examines the relation between one index of
the semantic connectivity of words in people’s heads and
the statistical properties of the external language-learning
environment that may mediate this relationship. The index
of semantic relatedness is associative strength and it has
been shown repeatedly to be predictive of lexical process-
ing and retrieval in adults (e.g., Nelson, Schreiber, &
McEvoy, 1992; Steyvers, Shiffirin, & Nelson, 2005) and more
recently, to also be predictive of the order of acquisition of
nouns by young children (Hills et al., 2009a). Associative
strength is itself an index derived from studies in which
researchers provide word cues (e.g., dog) and participants
give back the first word that comes to mind (e.g., cat). Asso-
ciative strength is thus a property of large data sets of an-
swers given back by the individual participants in an odd
laboratory task. Presumably these association norms reflect
in some aggregate way important regularities in language,
language use, and the world (Deese, 1965). It would seem
that they must in that adult association norms are strongly
predictive of adult performance in many different kinds of
language processing tasks (e.g., Nelson et al., 1992). Still,
adult association norms are best considered a statistical
portmanteau—holistically useful but without a well-articu-
lated link to the psychological mechanisms or the substruc-
ture of the language they carry. They may for example
represent semantic relationships—the shared semantic con-
text of ‘‘soap” and ‘‘bath”—and they may just as easily re-
flect compound words, where semantic relationships are
less precise—like ‘‘bird” and ‘‘bath.” This makes the fact that
adult association norms also predict the order of acquisition
of words by toddlers intriguing and potentially revealing.

This paper provides an analysis of the contextual diver-
sity of relations among words in the language-learning
environment of young children (i.e., their co-occurrence
in child-directed speech) in relation to adult association
norms and in relation to the normative age of acquisition
of those words. The rationale for the analyses presented
in this paper derives from our past work focusing on how
the structure of semantic networks may characterize
developing vocabularies. Our hypotheses also follow from
the evidence concerning lexical diversity as a relevant sta-
tistical property in acquisition and lexical processing, and
from recent hypotheses about the possible growth patterns
of semantic networks (density of connectivity of the words
that have already been learned versus that of the words
not yet acquired). In what follows, we first describe this
rationale in more detail before moving on to describe our
specific approach.

Early semantic networks

Graph theory, or network analysis, can be applied to any
structure that consists of nodes connected to each other
through links or edges. For example, nodes might be cities
and links might be roads; or nodes might be proteins and
links might be the molecules that bind with and activate
them; or, nodes might be words and the links indices of
semantic connectedness such as cue–target associations
in free association norms or frequency of co-occurrence
in language corpora. With the advance of graph theory,

there have been increasing analyses of the structure of lan-
guage in terms of semantic networks (e.g., Griffiths et al.,
2007; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). The semantic net-
works used in these analyses may be built from various
sources, including corpora collected from written or spo-
ken language, free association data, and feature-norms that
indicate shared perceptual and conceptual properties (e.g.,
Hills et al., 2009a; Hills, Maouene, Maouene, Sheya, &
Smith, 2009b; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). Semantic
networks built in these ways from adult normative data
have structural properties that are believed to support effi-
cient processing and word retrieval (Griffiths et al., 2007;
Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). One property of large scale
semantic networks that has been linked to their growth
processes is a power-law structure in the distribution of
links across nodes: most nodes in the network have few
links to other nodes but a few nodes are hubs, having many
links to other nodes. The power-law distribution of links
over nodes has been shown to emerge when networks
grow following the principle of preferential attachment
(Barabasi & Albert, 1999; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005).
By this principle, nodes with many links (what are called
high-degree nodes) are more likely to add new links than
nodes with fewer links.

In two previous studies (Hills et al., 2009a,b), we exam-
ined the developing structure of children’s semantic net-
works in an attempt to understand how the connectivity
among words might be related to lexical growth. The net-
works were built from the normative vocabularies of
young children learning English at different ages. These
normative vocabularies were taken from the Bates-McAr-
thur Communicative Developmental Inventory (CDI), a
large study of the vocabularies of young children, which
is commonly used to assess levels of vocabulary develop-
ment. Critical to our purposes, these month-by-month
acquisition norms specify the words that are in the produc-
tive vocabulary of 50% of children at a given month of age.
Thus, we can access the set of words that are normatively
known by different aged children learning English. These
words are the nodes in the semantic networks. But how
does one link them to build a network that reflects seman-
tic connectivity?

In our previous work, we used only early-learned nouns
from the CDI and connected them to each other to build
networks either by the association strength of the nouns
in adult association norms or by shared perceptual and
functional features from adult-generated feature norms
(McRae, Cree, Seidenberg, & McNorgan, 2005). Although
the adult-generated features captured relevant aspects of
children’s developing knowledge of superordinate catego-
ries, the networks generated from shared features did not
show a power-law structure and connectivity in these net-
works was not strongly related to age of acquisition (Hills
et al., 2009a). In contrast, adult association norms did yield
a power-law structure and the number of links received by
a word from other words (indegree) was strongly related
to age of acquisition (Hills et al., 2009a). Children, of
course, do not have direct access to information about
adult free associates and so the fact that adult association
norms predict age of acquisition is provocative. Adult free
associations—as a portmanteau index of semantic related-
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ness—must be capturing some relevant aspect of the learn-
ing environment for young children.

Contextual diversity

One statistical property of associations that may be re-
lated to an important property of the lexical learning envi-
ronment is the diversity of other words that elicit the
target noun as an associate. For example, from the Univer-
sity of South Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson,
McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998), ‘‘ball”, ‘‘shoe”, and ‘‘toy” are
produced as a target of 83, 28, and 17 unique cue words,
respectively. At 16 months, according to the CDI (Dale &
Fenson, 1996), the same words are, respectively, produced
by 85%, 59%, and 27% of the children studied. In general,
words recalled as targets for a larger set of cues are ac-
quired earlier in development than words recalled for a
smaller set of cues; this is true even after controlling for
frequency and aspects of phonology (Hills et al., 2009a;
Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005).

This suggests the specific hypothesis examined in the
present study, which we call the associative structure of lan-
guage: Adult association norms are correlated with the or-
der of word acquisition by children because adult
association norms are correlated with the co-occurrence
statistics of words in the learning environment. Contextu-
ally diverse words, which co-occur with many other word
types, are acquired earlier in development than less di-
verse words, and in adults these contextually diverse
words are also offered as the associates (the targets) of
many other words in free association tasks.

Diversity of linguistic contexts is itself associated with
better speech perception and segmentation in both infants
and adults (e.g., Hayes & Clark, 1970; Newman, 2008; Saf-
fran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin,
1996). Contextual diversity is also correlated with word
naming and lexical decision times in adults (see Adelman
& Brown, 2008; Adelman et al., 2006; Pexman, Hargreaves,
Siakaluk, Bodner, & Pope, 2008; Steyvers & Malmberg,
2003; Verkoeijen, Rikers, & Schmidt, 2004). Still other stud-
ies show that more varied and complex input benefits per-
formance in adult artificial-language learning tasks
(Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer, 1999; Plaut & Kel-
lo, 1999: Recchia, Johns, & Jones, 2008; Yu & Smith, 2007).
Finally, some studies suggest that increased lexical diver-
sity in parent speech leads to a more diverse early vocabu-
lary, more rapid vocabulary growth, and better word
recognition by young children (e.g., Hoff & Naigles, 2002;
Hurtado et al., 2008; Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, &
Lyons, 1991; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Rowe, 2008).
Many of these observations are consistent with the Syntac-
tic Bootstrapping Hypothesis, in which the words that sur-
round a word in language provide information about the
meaning of that word (Gleitman, 1990). However, none of
the above studies show that the contextual diversity of
individual words in the input predicts their age of acquisi-
tion or that this is connected with an associative structure
in the language—the questions we address here.

Importantly, some analyses of language acquisition have
suggested the opposite relation between contextual diver-

sity and acquisition: that consistency of context rather than
diversity benefits early learning (Goldberg, Casenhiser &
Brown, 2007; Meints, Plunkett, & Harris, 2008; Mervis,
1987; Sethuraman, 2004). For the most part, these hypoth-
eses concern verb learning (and possibly adjective learning,
Mervis, Mervis, Johnson, & Bertrand, 1992; Waxman & Kli-
banoff, 2000), and not nouns, the lexical domain in which
prior work indicated that the number of adult associates
predicted the age of acquisition of early-learned nouns (Hills
et al., 2009a). One specific result suggesting a beneficial ef-
fect of context consistency is the strongly conservative char-
acter of children’s early verb use; individual verbs are
produced only in a narrow range of syntactic and possibly
also semantic contexts (e.g., Akhtar & Tomasello, 1997;
Goldberg, Casenhiser, & Sethuraman, 2004). Other evidence
suggests that the syntactic and semantic contexts of verb
use in caregiver speech are also restricted—favoring consis-
tency over diversity at least by some metrics (Goldberg
et al., 2004; Maouene, Laakso, & Smith, submitted for
publication; Sethuraman, 2004). There is also evidence that
early consistency in the syntactic contexts of verbs may pro-
mote more rapid learning (Goldberg et al., 2004; Sethur-
aman, 2004; see also Meints et al., 2008; but see Hoff &
Naigles, 2002; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998). In the do-
main of adjective learning, Mervis et al. (1992) reported that
children learned color words more rapidly when they were
first used in highly consistent contexts. Sandhofer and col-
leagues (Sandhofer & Doumas, 2008; Sandhofer & Smith,
2007) also found that teaching color words was more suc-
cessful using a progress-alignment approach in which con-
textual consistency was followed by contextual diversity.
Finally, in a series of programmatic experiments, Waxman
and Klibanoff (2000) showed that adjectives are better
learned by young children in contexts in which they modify
the same basic-level noun category rather than ones in
which they modify different nouns.

Thus, we have on the one hand, a reasonable hypothesis
about how and why adult free association norms correlate
with age of acquisition of nouns by children. The hypothesis
is that these adult free association norms also correlate
with the contextual diversity of words in the learning envi-
ronment, such that words that are frequent associates of
other words also co-occur with many other words in the
learning environment (and presumably also with extra-lin-
guistic contexts). This contextual diversity is hypothesized
to help children learn these words and their meanings.
However, on the other hand, some developmental evidence
seems to suggest that for verbs and adjectives, consistency
rather than diversity is related to early acquisition. In the
present study, we will examine the co-occurrence structure
of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and function words in speech to
young children in relation to the age of acquisition of those
words and in relation to adult free association norms.

Growth patterns in semantic networks

Within a network representation based on word co-
occurrence, words that co-occur with many other words
will be high-degree nodes, and potential hubs in the net-
work. Thus, contextual diversity may be related to network
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growth. More specifically, the power-law distribution of
links over nodes may emerge as a consequence of preferen-
tial attachment (Barabasi & Albert, 1999; Steyvers &
Tenenbaum, 2005), whereby nodes with many links are
more likely to add new links than low degree nodes. This
implies that words with many links, contextually diverse
words, will not only be early but that words that link to
these high-degree words will also be earlier than words
that do not. Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) proposed that
early word learning followed this principle of preferential
attachment, with networks growing by adding new words
based on their connectivity to well connected words al-
ready in the growing network.

Our previous analyses of noun vocabulary growth sug-
gested that there were alternate growth principles that
might be more accurate for early word learning (Hills
et al., 2009a). One alternative principle is what we termed
preferential acquisition, in which more well connected
nouns in the learning environment (rather than more con-
nected nouns in the child’s internal network as in preferen-
tial attachment) are learned earlier than less well
connected nouns (Hills et al., 2009a). Yet another alterna-
tive principle is called the lure of the associates (Hills
et al., 2009a). With the lure of the associates, new words
are added to the lexicon in direct proportion to the number
of known words that they are related to (e.g., knowledge of
words about animals invites in new animal related words).
Where preferential attachment is based on the connectiv-
ity of known words with other known words, preferential
acquisition is the based on the connectivity of words in
the learning environment overall, and the lure of the asso-
ciates is based on how many known words are related to
newly learned words (see Fig. 1).

Our prior study of network growth found the strongest
support for preferential acquisition, but it considered only
130 early-learned nouns and built developing networks
using adult free association data. Here, we consider a big-
ger set of early-learned nouns, as well as non-nouns, and
construct developing networks using the common con-
texts of words in child-directed speech. Discriminating
among these different possible growth patterns should
provide insight to why contextual diversity, as a property
of an emerging semantic network rather than a property
of an individual word, might support learning.

The present study

The primary goals of this study are threefold. The first
goal seeks to understand the relation between adult free
associates for nouns and their age of acquisition. If the
number of associates for a noun is an index of the diversity
of linguistic contexts in the input, and it is this diversity
that is responsible for the relation between adult associ-
ates and age of acquisition, then the age at which a noun
is acquired should be a consequence of its contextual
diversity in child-directed speech. In this paper, we use a
corpus of child-directed speech from the CHILDES database
(MacWhinney, 2000) to investigate whether the contextual
diversity of words in child-directed speech correlates with
their age of acquisition. In addition, we ask if contextual

diversity might be a better predictor of age of acquisition
than the number of cues a given target noun has in the free
association norms—with the implication that the ability of
free association norms to predict age of acquisition is
explained by their relationship to contextual diversity in
child-directed speech. The second goal is to examine
non-noun word classes. Different kinds of words present
different learning tasks and may be learned in fundamen-
tally different ways (e.g., Gentner, 1978; Goodman et al.,
2008; Sandhofer, Smith, & Luo, 2000). Thus, contextual
diversity might help learning some kinds of words but
not others. The third goal is to examine contextual diver-
sity in relation to different learning processes—such as

Fig. 1. The three growth models presented for a simplified network. Each
of the networks is the same, but the growth models assign different
learning values to each unknown node (i.e., word). Possible new nodes are
shown in white, known nodes are represented in gray; links relevant to
the growth model are shown in black, unimportant links in gray. ‘‘Add”
indicates which of the three unknown nodes is favored for learning by the
growth model. Learning values provide a quantitative measure of the
learning (or growth) potential for a given node. With preferential
attachment, the value of the new node is the average degree of the
known nodes it would attach to. With preferential acquisition, the value
of the new node is its degree in the full network (which includes what is
known and not known). With the lure of the associates, the value of new
node is its degree with respect to known nodes. Arrows indicate a
directed network, but the same models apply for undirected networks.
This figure is taken from Hills et al. (2009a).
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preferential acquisition, preferential attachment, and the
lure of the associates.

Study 1: regression analyses of age of acquisition using
free associates and contextual diversity in child-
directed speech

These analyses are specifically directed to whether (1)
the predictive relation between adult free associates and
the normative age of acquisition of early nouns might be
understood in terms of a relation between contextual
diversity in the learning environment and age of acquisi-
tion and (2) whether the correlation between free associ-
ates and age of acquisition and the expected correlation
between contextual diversity in the input and age of acqui-
sition hold for other kinds of words than nouns.

Method

Words
The words are those on the CDI (Dale & Fenson, 1996),

Toddler version. This inventory is a checklist of 680 words
and phrases typically acquired at a young age by children
learning English as a native language. The CDI includes
data on the normative productive vocabularies of children
in one-month increments from 16 to 30 months of age. For
example, at 16 months, an average of 25.6% of children
produce the word ‘‘pig” in their speech. By 30 months,
92.9% use the word. For our analyses, we excluded words
about time (representing a class of 12 words with occur-
rences too small for reliable analyses), games and routines
(which were generally not single words), sound effects and
animal sounds, words that were duplicated across catego-
ries (e.g., ‘‘orange” is in the category of foods and colors),
and 42 words that were never recalled as target words in
the free association norms. This left 532 words, of which
330 were nouns, 96 were action words (verbs), 58 were
descriptive words (adjectives), and 88 were function words
consisting of pronouns, quantifiers, articles, helping verbs,
and connecting words. Age of acquisition for a word was
defined as the first month at which the word was produced
by more than 50% of the children in the normative sample.

Associates
We used the adult-generated University of South Flor-

ida Free Association Norms (Nelson et al., 1998). These
were collected by providing adult participants with a word
(the cue) and asking them to provide the first word that
came to mind (the target). This establishes a cue–target
relationship. For example, when provided with the cue
word ‘‘cat” many participants provide the target word
‘‘dog”. The norms consist of approximately 5000 cue words
and their related targets. The number of associative rela-
tionships was taken as the count of the number of distinct
cue words for which the target word was recalled. For clar-
ity, we will call this value the associative indegree.

CHILDES
The co-occurrences of words in the language-learning

environment were assessed through analyses of a 2 million

word corpus of caregiver speech derived from the CHILDES
database (MacWhinney, 2000). The exact corpus is the
same as that used by Riordan and Jones (2007) and consists
of caregiver speech from the American section of the CHIL-
DES database. The speech derives from many different
adult-child interactions including toy play, reading, and
conversation. The speech in this sample was directed to
children from 12 to 60 months. These samples have been
contributed over the years by many different researchers
and thus there is some variation in transcription conven-
tions. Our analysis used Riordan and Jones (2007) stan-
dardization of the transcriptions. Analyses of the corpus
were conducted, as described below, for the 532 words
from the CDI. Variants of the same stem were treated as to-
kens of the same CDI word (e.g., cats ? cat) as they are in
the normative standards for acquisition on the CDI.

Contextual diversity
Our measure of contextual diversity starts by building a

matrix of word co-occurrences using a process similar to
the Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) (Lund &
Burgess, 1996) and the word co-occurrence detector (Li,
Farkas, & MacWhinney, 2004). For a corpus of N unique
word types, an N ! N matrix is formed, where each cell,
ij, is filled according to the following rule: a moving win-
dow of size k moves word-wise through the corpus, with
the initial word, i, adding a unit of 1 to cell ij, if the word
j is in the window simultaneously with i. Table 1 presents
an example for the sentence ‘‘The ball is on the dog”.

Using this method, we generated separate matrices for
a series of window sizes ranging from 2 to 100. Each matrix
was then converted to a binary matrix (i.e., nonzero entries
were truncated to 1). Therefore, each cell ij represented the
co-occurrence of word i with word j within a window of k
words throughout the corpus. Prior to converting to a bin-
ary matrix, the sum of the cells for a given word is strongly
correlated with its frequency.

Summing across rows and down columns gives the
number of different unique word contexts for a given win-
dow size, and thus provides a straightforward indication of
a word’s contextual diversity. In network terms, this sum is
equivalent to the degree of a word—measuring both the
number of unique word types that come immediately
before and the number of unique word types that follow
a given word. In the following analyses we call this
measure of diversity the CHILDES degree (or CHd). This
operationalization of contextual diversity differs from pre-
vious studies of contextual diversity, lexical decision, and

Table 1
Sample co-occurrence matrix for the sentence ‘‘The ball is on the dog” using
a window of size 3. For example, for the word ‘‘the”, the words ‘‘ball”, ‘‘is”,
and ‘‘dog” follow within two words, and are therefore in a three-word
window with ‘‘the”. ‘‘Ball” appears in a three-word window with ‘‘is” and
‘‘on”, and so forth.

the ball is on dog

the 0 1 1 0 1
ball 0 0 1 1 0
is 1 0 0 1 0
on 1 0 0 0 1
dog 0 0 0 0 0
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word naming based on diversity across documents (Adel-
man et al., 2006; Recchia et al., 2008). The present method
may be more appropriate for these analyses because con-
versations in the CHILDES corpus are of varying size and
because it is unclear a priori what the proper resolution
of the attentional frame should be for a young listener.
The analyses reported below suggest that the best window
size for detecting contextual diversity predictive of future
word learning is between 5 and 50 words, much smaller
than the typical document size in other measures of con-
textual diversity. Frequency counts were taken as the
number of occurrences of a given word in the corpus.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed in R (R Develop-

ment Core Team., 2009). The p-values for the regressions
computed in Tables 2–4 are based on the ANOVA likeli-
hood ratio test. When controlling for another factor (e.g.,
log-AI after log-WF), the p-value and R2 is based on the
incremental improvement in the error sum of squares as
the new factor is added to a regression model that already
contains the control factor.

Results and discussion

To investigate the relationship between associative
indegree and age of acquisition for different word classes,
we performed a series of linear regressions with AoA as
the dependent variable using the full set of 532 words.
As the first column of Table 2 shows, associative indegree
is predictive of AoA across all word classes. Fig. 2 displays
the standardized regression coefficients for the same
regressions, indicating that in all cases, words that are
learned earlier have a significantly higher associative inde-
gree than words that are learned later. Next, we compared
the variance explained by associative indegree with that
explained by word frequency. Word frequency is also pre-
dictive of AoA (Table 2, second column). However, for
nouns, verbs, and function words, associative indegree ex-
plains variance above and beyond that which is explained
by word frequency alone (Table 2, third column).

These findings confirm and extend our previous find-
ings (Hills et al., 2009a), demonstrating that associative
indegree is a significant predictor of age of acquisition for

a broader class of nouns, as well as other word classes, dur-
ing the first 30 months of word learning. In all cases, the
sign of the coefficient for log-AI was negative, indicating
that words that are the target for a larger set of cues (have
more free associates) are more likely to be learned earlier
than words associated with a smaller set of cues.

Might associative indegree predict age of acquisition
because it is also associated with contextual diversity in
the learning environment? One way to approach this
hypothesis is to ask what aspects of the structure of
child-directed language are similar to adult generated free
associates, and whether these aspects are also predictive of
age of acquisition. To investigate the correlation between
contextual diversity of words in child-directed speech
and AoA, we used the co-occurrence statistics of caregiver
speech to compute the CHILDES degree (CHd). The CHd
measures the diversity of semantic contexts that a particu-
lar word appears in. We then used the CHd as an indepen-
dent variable, and controlling for frequency of the word in
the CHILDES corpus, we regressed these on the AoA from
the CDI for each word in a given word class. For these anal-
yses, we used multiple window sizes ranging from 2 words
to 100 words, and from the resulting statistics computed
the CHd.

Fig. 3 presents the results of the regression analyses, for
window sizes ranging from 2 to 100. For word classes
excluding nouns, contextual diversity computed in terms
of smaller window sizes is more predictive of age of acqui-
sition, and this peaks at a window size around 5. This
means that for most words, the contextual diversity rele-
vant to learning is within a relatively short span of about
5 words. However, the optimal neighborhood for comput-
ing contextual diversity (so as to predict age of acquisition)
may vary with syntactic category: nouns, and to some ex-
tent adjectives, benefit from co-occurrence statistics in lar-
ger windows and over multiple sentences in caregiver
speech. This is intriguing and, as we discuss in the general
discussion, potentially relevant for how children learn dif-
ferent kinds of words. Also, as shown below, without con-
trolling for frequency, nouns have the highest correlation
between age of acquisition and contextual diversity. Be-
cause a window of 5 is a reasonably good predictor for
nouns and the best for other words, we use a window size
of 5 in all further analyses.

Table 2
Effects of log-transformed associative indegree (log-AI) and log-transformed word frequency (log-WF) on age of acquisition for nouns, verbs (action words),
adjectives, and function words (e.g., determiners, prepositions). DR2 represents the change in the R2 of the linear regression that is a consequence of the
relevant measure. Log-AI = the log-transformed associative indegree. Log-WF = log-transformed word frequency. ‘‘After” indicates the additional change in R2

correlated with the first measure after controlling for the second. In all cases the regression coefficients are negative, indicating that larger degree is correlated
with earlier age of acquisition.

Word class Effect on AoA in DR2

Log-AI Log-WF Log-AI after log-WF Log-WF after log-AI Log-WF + log-AI

All 0.11*** 0.03*** 0.09*** 0.01* 0.12***

Nouns 0.08*** 0.40*** 0.01* 0.32*** 0.41***

Verbs 0.14*** 0.12*** 0.06* 0.03 0.18***

Adjectives 0.13** 0.14** 0.04 0.04 0.18**

Function 0.20*** 0.21*** 0.18*** 0.18*** 0.39***

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.01.
*** p < 0.001.
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Table 3 provides the results for a regression analysis
using CHd with a window size of 5 to predict AoA. We re-
port results for each word class, predicting AoA with CHd
alone (column 1), CHd after controlling for word frequency
(column 2), and both CHd and word frequency simulta-

neously (column 3). The results indicate that CHd is a pre-
dictor of AoA, and that this is true even after controlling for
word frequency. Fig. 4 presents the standardized regres-
sion coefficients, showing that in all cases, higher log-
CHd is associated with earlier AoA. The strongest effect is
seen for nouns, and the weakest effect is found when all
words are combined. The observation that the fit is higher
within word classes than between them (All, column 1),
suggests that, like frequency (see Goodman et al., 2008),
contextual diversity may play different roles among differ-
ent word classes. Further, the variance in AoA that is ex-
plained by contextual diversity combined with frequency
(Table 3, third column) is greater overall than associative
indegree (cf. Table 2, column 5). This is true of all word
classes except function words, though not true over all
words when combined. Log-transformed nouns are possi-
bly another case where this may not be true. The sign of
the coefficients are always negative, with more contextu-
ally diverse nouns being learned at younger ages. Finally,
we also provide the correlation between a word’s diversity
in CHILDES and its associative indegree (Table 3, column
4). These are highly correlated for all word classes except
function words. Adult free associates thus reflect (in part)
the contextual diversity of the learning environment and
their ability to predict age of acquisition of early-learned
words may be due to that relationship.

Table 3
Results of linear regression of log-transformed CHILDES degree (i.e., log-CHd) on age of acquisition. Items in parenthesis are not log-transformed for CHd. In all
cases the regression coefficients are negative, indicating that larger degree is correlated with earlier age of acquisition.

Word class Effect on AoA in DR2 Correlation Log-CHd and log-AI

Log-CHd Log-CHd after log-WF Log-CHd + log-WF

All 0.02*** (0.00) 0.07*** (0.11***) 0.10*** (0.14***) 0.24*** ("0.01)
Nouns 0.38*** (0.24***) 0.00 (0.02**) 0.40*** (0.42***) 0.61*** (0.512***)
Verbs 0.09** (0.04*) 0.12*** (0.05*) 0.24*** (0.18***) 0.54***(0.32**)
Adjectives 0.11* (0.09*) 0.12** (0.00) 0.26** (0.14*) 0.53***(0.37**)
Function 0.11** (0.19**) 0.14** (0.00) 0.35*** (0.21**) "0.07 (0.09)

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.01.
*** p < 0.001.

Table 4
Results of the linear regression of log-transformed CHILDES degree (log-
CHd) and log-transformed associative indegree on age of acquisition, after
controlling for other factors. Items in parenthesis are not log-transformed
for CHd. In all cases the regression coefficients are negative, indicating that
larger degree is correlated with earlier age of acquisition.

Word class Effect on AoA in DR2

Log-AI after log-CHd Log-CHd after log-AI

All 0.08*** (0.10***) 0.00 (0.00)
Nouns 0.01* (0.00) 0.31*** (0.16***)
Verbs 0.07** (0.11**) 0.01 (0.01)
Adjectives 0.05 (0.08*) 0.02 (0.03)
Function 0.23*** (0.17***) 0.14** (0.16**)

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.01.
*** p < 0.001.

Fig. 2. Standardized regression coefficients for the different word classes,
using the log of the associative indegree (log-AI) to predict age of
acquisition. The negative regression coefficients indicate that as words
have a higher log-AI, they are learned at an earlier age. Error bars are SEM.
#p < 0.05. ##p < 0.01. ###p < 0.001.

Fig. 3. Change in R2 resulting from a linear regression of CHd on AoA.
Lines represent all word types combined and the four different word
types separately, after controlling for the log of the word frequency.
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We also examined how much of the variance in AoA is
explained by CHd after controlling for associative indegree.
If contextual diversity is the more relevant factor for AoA,
then most of the variance explained by associative inde-
gree should disappear if we first take out the contribution
made by CHd. Column 1 of Table 4 shows that this is only
dominantly true for nouns, and possibly for adjectives—
both of which show a large reduction in the variance ex-
plained by associative indegree after controlling for CHd.
This means that, for these other word classes, associative
indegree is indexing some other factors relevant to word
learning that are distinct from contextual diversity as de-
fined here. Also, as shown in column 2 of Table 2, after
removing the effect of associative indegree, CHd is only a
significant predictor of AoA for nouns and function words.
Again, the statistical properties relevant for learning differ-
ent kinds of words are shown to be different.

The above analyses suggest that contextual diversity, as
measured by the count of unique other words a word co-
occurs with in child-directed speech, is a significant pre-
dictor of age of acquisition for nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and function words. The results also indicate a significant
relationship with associative indegree—with strong posi-
tive correlations between associative indegree and CHd
for all word classes but function words. This is consistent
with our claim for an associative structure in caregiver
speech, i.e., the idea that contextual diversity mediates
the effect of associative indegree (especially for nouns).
However, the results also support an independent effect of
associates—one that is not reducible to contextual diver-
sity, except in the case of nouns.

In summary, the predictive relation between adult free
associates, nouns, and age of acquisition found in our pre-
vious work (Hills et al., 2009a) generalizes to other word
classes, but differentially so depending on the word class.
Adult associates are also correlated with contextual diver-

sity in the language-learning environment. In the case of
nouns, contextual diversity and adult associates are not
independent in their prediction of age of acquisition. How-
ever, for other word classes, contextual diversity and adult
associates do provide independent information relevant to
age of acquisition.

With respect to acquisition mechanisms, these results
are consistent with the hypothesis that some word classes
are learned based on the contextual nature of the learning
environment. If this is true, then it supports the theoretical
and empirical positions that find evidence for a role of con-
textual diversity (as outlined in the introduction, e.g.,
Gillette et al., 1999; Hayes & Clark, 1970; Hurtado et al.,
2008), but not those that support greater consistency.
Moreover, it should also support a learning process via
preferential acquisition, in which the contextual diversity
of a word in the learning environment enhances that
word’s learning potential. If such learning is further en-
hanced when new words appear in contextually diverse
backgrounds with known words, then the lure of the asso-
ciates should also perform well. These enhancements
should be most effective for nouns, but to a lesser degree
for other word classes (see Fig. 4 and Table 3 column 1).
We test these hypotheses in the following section.

Study 2: analyses of models of longitudinal network
growth using contextual diversity

The three principle network growth models—preferen-
tial attachment, preferential acquisition, and the lure of
the associates—offer different hypotheses about how chil-
dren use statistical information both in terms of the struc-
ture of the learning environment and the statistical
structure of the words they already know. As described
in Fig. 1, preferential attachment is based on the connectiv-
ity of known words; preferential acquisition is based on
the connectivity of new words to all words in the learning
environment; and the lure of associates is based on the
connectivity of new words to known words. In the prefer-
ential attachment model, a word is more likely to be
learned if it attaches to an existing already known word
in the network that is itself well attached. In this way,
richly connected words become more richly connected.
This pattern of growth has been proposed for a number
of real-world systems, including the Internet, highways,
and for the development of protein-interaction networks
(e.g., Albert & Barabasi, 2002; Pastor-Satorras, Smith, &
Sole, 2003). Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) also hypothe-
sized that this pattern of growth – one in which a word is
more likely to be learned if it attaches to a well connected
word already in the growing network– characterizes lexi-
cal development. With preferential acquisition, on the
other hand, a word is more likely to be learned if it is at-
tached to many other words in the learning environment.
The lure of the associates lies between the preferential
attachment and preferential acquisition models: at the
time of acquisition, the child learns the word that attaches
to the most already known words.

Our previous work indicates that when adult associates
are used to connect nouns in a developing network, prefer-

Fig. 4. Standardized regression coefficients for different word classes,
using the log of CHILDES degree (log-CHd) to predict age of acquisition
(column 1 of Table 3). The negative regression coefficients indicate that as
words have a higher log-CHd, they are learned at an earlier age. Error bars
are SEM. #p < 0.05. ##p < 0.01. ###p < 0.001.
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ential acquisition is the better fitting growth principle
(Hills et al., 2009a). Here we extend these analyses by
building networks of all word classes, not just nouns, and
building them based on the co-occurrence statistics in
the learning environment.

Methods

Networks
As in our previous work, developing networks were built

by selecting subsets of words from the CDI that are norma-
tively known at different ages. We then built co-occurrence
networks for each subset, with each word pair being con-
nected by a directed link if one word co-occurred before an-
other word in the language-learning environment (cell
ij > 0), as indicated by the CHILDES corpus (represented by
arrows in Fig. 1). This allowed us to create 15 networks based
on contextual diversity, corresponding to one-month incre-
ments in the CDI data. Therefore, each month’s network rep-
resented the words that were normatively acquired by that
month, connected by their co-occurrence relationships in
the learning environment. For example, the 16-month co-
occurrence network contained 17 words – since 17 words
were normatively acquired by 50% of children by 16 months
– and links representing whether or not these words co-oc-
curred in the corpus of caregiver speech. This set of 15 net-
works was then used to test the three growth models, as
described below, by determining the structural properties
of the new words added at each month. The growth model
of preferential acquisition requires that we describe the
structure of the learning environment, which includes
words not yet known by the language learners. Accordingly,
we chose two representative learning environments to test
preferential acquisition. One, the 30-month network, con-
sisted of only words specific to a given word class in the
CDI, known by more than 50% of children at 30 months of
age. The other, the ‘‘adult” network, used the combined
532 words from all word classes plus the 4468 most frequent
words in the CHILDES corpus.

Lexical growth is likely to depend on factors other than
semantic relatedness or contextual diversity. Accordingly,
the analyses also considered properties such as phonotac-
tic probability and the number of phonological neighbors
since these have also been shown to influence the potential
acquisition of early-acquired words (Charles-Luce & Luce,
1995; Landauer & Streeter, 1973; Pisoni, Nusbaum, Luce,
& Slowiaczek, 1985; Storkel, 2001). Indeed, in previous
work, we found an effect of the number of phonological
neighbors on the learning of nouns as well as associative
connections to other nouns, with nouns having more pho-
nological neighbors being learned earlier (Hills et al.,
2009a).

Statistical analysis of growth models
This analysis considered words connected by co-occur-

rence; that is CHd. For each month, the probability that a
word wi is added to the network is based on its learning va-
lue, di:

P$wi% &
ebdi

P
je

bdj
$1%

The weight for new words was determined by a parameter
b, which represents the sensitivity of the acquisition pro-
cess to di. In particular, positive values of b mean that
words with higher values of di were more likely to be ac-
quired early (having a higher probability of being learned),
whereas negative values of b mean that words with low
values of di were more likely to be acquired early. We let
di represent the learning values (‘‘Value” in Fig. 1) for each
word calculated with respect to each model. For example,
with the lure of associates model and at a specific month,
di is equivalent to the degree of the new word i if it were
added to the known network at that month. The denomi-
nator was calculated for all words that were not yet
learned at the start of the month for which the word in
the numerator is acquired. The log of the P(wi) values, for
each acquired word, was then added to produce the log
likelihood, as follows:

L$b% &
X

i

log$P$wi%% $2%

We then found the b* that maximized the above log
likelihood function using a standard optimization proce-
dure. To compare models, we then computed the G2 for
each model, M, as follows:

G2 & 2$LM " Lrandom% $3%

which is a measure of the models improvement in log like-
lihood value when compared with a random learning model
(Burnham & Anderson, 1998; Busemeyer & Diederich,
2010). Our random model assumed that all words learned
up to 30 months are equal in their learning value. To avoid
overfitting to words in the later months, the analyses only
used words learned in the first ten months (up to month
26). We then compared models using the Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978). BIC penalizes models
according to their complexity, with k additional parameters
and N observations, according to the following equation:

BIC & G2 " k ' ln$N%: $4%
Larger values of BIC indicate models that are a significant
improvement over lower valued BIC models.

The analyses also compared a number of additional
growth factors that may influence order of acquisition,
including the number of phonemes in a word, the number
of phonological neighbors, average phonotactic probability,
and frequency in the CHILDES corpus (values were taken
from Balota et al., 2007; Vitevitch & Luce, 2004). For exam-
ple, to evaluate the role of phonological neighbors, we as-
signed the number of phonological neighbors for a word
to its learning value in Eq. (1). When combining possible
growth factors (e.g., preferential acquisition using CHd and
phonological neighbors), we additively combined the prod-
uct of individual b for each growth factor, v, and its associ-
ated learning value in the exponent of Eq. (1), as follows:

P$wi% &
e
P

v bv di;v

P
je
P

v bv dj;v
$5%

Results and discussion

Table 5 presents the results for the model comparison
using contextual diversity in the CHILDES corpus. The
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upper portion presents the model BIC values individually
for each model and for each word class. The results indi-
cate that for all word classes combined and nouns, the lure
of the associates is the best fitting model. For function
words and verbs, the best fitting model is preferential
acquisition. And for adjectives, none of the models have a
positive BIC. In all cases, the model sensitivity parameters,
the bs in Eq. (1), are positive and nonzero, indicating that
words with larger learning values with respect to each
model are more likely to be added to the semantic network
earlier during development. This is consistent with our
previous results (Hills et al., 2009a), showing that prefer-
ential attachment performs worse than the other growth
models for nouns. Here we find that it also performs poorly
for other word classes. Across word classes, lure of the
associates and preferential acquisition perform best, with
lure of the associates outperforming preferential acquisi-
tion when the analysis includes all words or when it in-
cludes only nouns.

None of the growth models individually show a signifi-
cant contribution to the learning of adjectives. Recall that
the best window size for adjectives was 15. When using
this window size, preferential attachment significantly
outperforms the other models (the rest of which are no dif-
ferent from the random model).

In the middle portion of Table 5, we also see that fre-
quency in CHILDES is a significant predictor of order of
acquisition for all word classes, but performs best for
nouns. Number of phonological neighbors only predicts or-
der of acquisition for nouns. In the middle lower portion of
the table we combine frequency in CHILDES and the num-
ber of phonological neighbors with the best model from
the upper portion of the table (shown in bold). Only in
the case of adjectives does this significantly improve the
prediction of order of acquisition over the individual mod-
els when tested alone.

In summary, the model analysis supports the notion
that different word classes are learned differently. While
none of the word classes support preferential attachment,
all the word classes (except adjectives) support a learning

process that is sensitive to the structure of words in the
learning environment (preferential acquisition), and also
how these words co-occur with words that are already
known (the lure of the associates).

General discussion

The analyses reported in this paper make five contribu-
tions. First, they provide insight into the observed relation
between adult associations and the age of acquisition of
early-learned words, with some indication that this effect
is partially mediated by contextual diversity, especially
for nouns. Second, the analyses provide evidence for the
processes that underlie the early growth of semantic net-
works, supporting the growth patterns of preferential
acquisition and the lure of the associates. Third, they show
that contextual diversity is positively related to lexical
development, a result relevant to understanding why indi-
vidual words are acquired earlier than other words. Fourth,
the results show that at least in aggregate the positive ef-
fect of contextual diversity on learning holds across differ-
ent word classes, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
function words. Fifth, the results indicate the statistical
properties that matter for lexical learning may be different
for different classes of words. We consider these contribu-
tions in turn and then their limitations and next steps.

Adult associations and age of acquisition

Adult free associations are a strong index of semantic
relatedness and have been shown to be robust in predict-
ing many forms of adult semantic judgments (e.g., Nelson,
Zhang, & McKinney, 2001). In summarizing a large body of
work, Deese (1965) concluded that such word associations
reflect the contiguity, semantic, and frequency properties
of words in the language. Statistical properties related to
co-occurrence appear to be particularly critical to these
associations; words that appear together in language more
frequently also have a higher likelihood of appearing in

Table 5
Bayesian Information Criterion for the three growth models. The upper portion of the table shows the models, when tested individually. The middle upper
portion shows the results for frequency and number of phonological neighbors, when tested individually. The middle lower portion of the table presents the
best individual model from above (shown in bold) with additional variables representing the frequency of the word in the CHILDES corpus (Freq. CHILDES) both
alone and with an additional variable representing the number of phonological neighbors (Phono. Neigh.). The lower portion of the table provides the number
of possible words that could be learned (the total minus those already known in the first month) and the number of words that were actually learned over the
period of analyses up to month 26. Bold numbers indicate the best growth model of those presented in Fig. 1.

Model Word class

All Noun Verb Adjective Function

Preferential attachment "5.61 0.35 "2.74 "2.64 "0.05
Lure of the associates 3.42 76.87 0.10 "3.24 1.13
Preferential acquisition – 30 months 0.31 76.09 0.90 "2.01 10.19
Preferential acquisition – adult "2.18 67.40 "0.07 "1.16 19.64

Frequency in CHILDES "0.37 68.92 0.97 0.06 20.16
Phonological neighbors "3.83 8.49 "3.95 "1.94 "1.25

Best growth model+
Freq. CHILDES "1.00 71.82 "3.18 4.39 17.45
Freq. CHILDES and Phono. Neigh. "0.73 66.30 "6.43 5.05 14.77

Number of words learned 395 250 72 37 15
Number of possible words 516 299 91 57 50
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associative pairs (Lund, Burgess, & Audet, 1996; Spence &
Owens, 1990). More recently, Steyvers and Tenenbaum
(2005) used word associations to construct networks of
semantic relatedness of large numbers of words such that
words with common associates were linked in the net-
work. These semantic networks displayed a power-law
distribution of links over nodes; the network contained a
few hubs (i.e., a few high-degree nodes with many links
to other nodes) and many nodes with only a few connec-
tions. They also showed that connectivity in these net-
works was correlated with age of acquisition, a result
also found by Hills et al. (2009a).

The present results show that adult associations are
also related to contextual diversity in the learning environ-
ment, which has important consequences for interpreting
prior research. It raises the possibility that contextual
diversity is at least part of the reason associates are corre-
lated with age of acquisition. It further suggests that the
age of acquisition effect—related to adult word recognition,
lexical decision and word retrieval times (e.g., McEvoy,
Nelson, & Komatsu, 1999; Steyvers et al., 2005)—may be
in part driven by contextual diversity.

Adult associations, contextual diversity, and the learn-
ing environment all reflect the structure of language itself
as well as language use (Lund et al., 1996; Spence & Owens,
1990). Consistent with this connection, contextual diver-
sity is related to lexical decision tasks (Adelman et al.,
2006; Hicks, Marsh, & Cook, 2005; Recchia et al., 2008;
Steyvers & Malmberg, 2003), and age of acquisition is re-
lated to word recognition and production in adults (Ellis
& Morrison, 1998; Stewart & Ellis, 2008). Because contex-
tual diversity is itself driven by the nature of language
and the world, we cannot know for certain that contextual
diversity (and not some other structural property to which
it is related) is the key factor in language acquisition or lex-
ical decision tasks. Still, the entire pattern suggests a rea-
sonable hypothesis: Early-learned words that co-occur
with many other words in the language-learning environ-
ment will as a consequence be densely associated to many
other words, forming connected hubs in the semantic net-
work. As a result, these early-learned words are the words
most likely to be activated in any given context. This may
benefit learning directly. It may also benefit lexical access
and retrieval and so lead to the structure of adult associa-
tions. Although presently underdetermined, this unifying
hypothesis is empirically testable both by measuring word
lexical access in young children and through artificial-lan-
guage learning studies.

Processes of network growth

The power-law distribution of links over nodes, found
previously for adult networks based on free associates,
can be shown to emerge by a process called preferential
attachment (Barabasi & Albert, 1999; Pastor-Satorras
et al., 2003; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). While Steyvers
and Tenenbaum (2005) hypothesized this pattern of
growth for lexical development, Hills et al. (2009a) showed
that two alternative patterns of growth – what they called
preferential acquisition and lure of associates – could bet-
ter account for the emergence of a power-law distribution

in developing semantic networks. The key difference be-
tween preferential attachment and the other two models
of network growth is that growth by preferential attach-
ment depends only the structure of the growing network
whereas both preferential acquisition and lure of associ-
ates depend on the structure of the learning environment
and its relationship to what is known, respectively. More
specifically, preferential acquisition depends only on the
structure of the learning environment, while the lure of
the associates focuses on the interface between what is
known and what can be known. These would seem to be
potentially relevant differences between lexical develop-
ment and the growth of the Internet. Though, of course,
the Internet too may grow by a process of preferential
acquisition or the lure of the associates—if we allow that
there is an information structure in the world prior to its
appearance on the Internet.

The present results provide further support that it is the
statistical structure of the learning environment and not
just (or even) the emerging structure of the semantic net-
work that creates the relation between patterns of connec-
tivity and age of acquisition for individual words. The
present results extend the results of work like Hayes and
Clark (1970) by showing that early word learning is associ-
ated with contextual diversity using naturally collected
child-directed speech over a period of months. In so doing,
we provide further evidence for a proximal mechanism in
the early acquisition of words that come to be hubs in adult
semantic networks. The proximal cause appears to be con-
textual diversity; highly diverse words are more easily dis-
ambiguated—i.e., more readily isolated from the
background—and perhaps also more easily mapped to their
corresponding referents. As Yu and Smith (2007) demon-
strated in cross-situational word learning with adults,
greater contextual diversity – given cluttered and ambigu-
ous learning events – leads across those events to fewer
spurious correlations and thus better learning.

Contextual diversity and early vocabulary growth

Parents’ conversations with their children provide the
data on which lexical development depends. Accordingly,
many researchers in child language have sought to under-
stand the relationship between parental speech and vocab-
ulary growth. Many of these studies have examined
correlations between the structure of individual parents’
speech and the structure of vocabulary growth in those
parents’ children (see Hart, 2004; Hoff & Naigles, 2002;
Huttenlocher et al., 1991). One consistent finding of these
studies is a strong relationship between lexical richness
in the input, that is the number of different words, and
the lexical richness and rate of the vocabulary growth in
the child (see especially, Hoff & Naigles, 2002). On the
one hand, this is not at all surprising: after all, a child
can only learn the words they hear. A parent who says
many different kinds of words is likely to have a child
who learns many different words, whereas a parent who
repeats the same words – with little diversity – is likely
to have a child who knows and uses few words. On the
other hand, this correlation in parent-child lexical diversity
may be fundamentally important for understanding lexical
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acquisition: as many researchers of child language have
noted, linguistic context matters and hearing individual
words in a variety of linguistic contexts should help the
learning of those words (Gleitman, 1990; Hart, 2004;
Naigles, 1996; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Waxman &
Markow, 1998). Lexical diversity in the input should not
be relevant just to explaining individual differences in
the range of vocabulary growth between children, but
should also be relevant to explaining why some words
are learned earlier than other words. The present analyses
show that contextual diversity – which is necessarily re-
lated to the diversity of words in the learning environment
as a whole – explains at least some of the variance in age of
acquisition and does so above and beyond word frequency
and phonotactic properties. A key next step for a more de-
tailed understanding of the relationship among (1) lexical
and contextual diversity in the input, (2) individual differ-
ences and early vocabulary growth, and (3) age of acquisi-
tion of individual words will be mapping the statistical
structure of individual parents’ speech to the lexical devel-
opment of their children.

The results presented here may also have implications
for learning beyond early development. Given the logical
problem of indeterminancy set down by Quine (1960),
any contextual cues that provide conceptual boundaries
for words also provide a means for better understanding
those words and parsing the words from the speech
stream—regardless of the learner’s age. Medin and Ross
(1989) point out that when examples of a phenomenon
are too similar, individuals are likely to make ‘conservative
generalizations’ that include many of the irrelevant back-
ground features; diverse examples better resolve these
conceptual boundaries. Thus the advantage of contextual
diversity may help resolve both phonetic word boundaries
as well as conceptual word boundaries, and may do so for
both adults and children.

Nouns, verbs, and adjectives

The results show that the predictive power of contextual
diversity is effective for all word classes, but differentially
so. Nouns show the strongest effect of contextual diversity
in child-directed speech, but much of this effect is removed
after controlling for frequency (Table 3, column 2). How-
ever, for all other word classes, the effect of contextual
diversity improves after controlling for frequency (Table 3,
column 2). The pattern observed here is consistent with
growing evidence that the frequency of words in child-di-
rected speech is related in complicated ways to acquisition
and differs for different word classes (Goodman et al., 2008;
Sandhofer et al., 2000). In brief, there is no overall positive
correlation with the frequency of words and age of acquisi-
tion. A recent analysis by Goodman et al. (2008) showed
that there are, nonetheless, strong frequency correlations
within a word class (e.g., more frequent nouns are learned
earlier than less frequent nouns) but the relation between
frequency and class of words is just the opposite. Function
words such as articles and prepositions are very frequent
and learned relatively late; individual basic-level nouns—
given the sheer size of this open class set of words—are
individually relatively infrequent but are early acquisitions.

Goodman et al. (2008) concluded that frequency effects on
age of acquisition of words are nonlinear and complicated.
It seems likely that no single statistical property—e.g., fre-
quency or contextual diversity—will simply or straightfor-
wardly predict age of acquisition for all word classes
simultaneously. Our findings (consistent with others, e.g.,
Recchia et al., 2008) make a clear prediction that contextual
diversity is at least as important as frequency, especially for
nouns—where we saw the largest effect of their combined
predictive power (see Table 3). This noun difference may
be due to the fact that learning nouns is primarily about
matching words with objects in the environment, which
is facilitated by the interaction of frequency and diversity
(e.g., Yu & Smith, 2007). Other word classes may have still
more complicated pathways for learning, and more re-
search will be needed to resolve what those are.

It is interesting to note that preferential acquisition and
its close neighbor, lure of associates, were the best fitting
growth models for all word classes but adjectives. For
adjectives (descriptive words on the CDI) no model was a
clear winner using a window size of 5. However, with a
window of size 15 (where adjectives peaked in Fig. 2), pref-
erential attachment was the best model for adjectives. If
this better fit by preferential attachment holds up under
further investigation, this suggests that the structure of
the adjectives already known is a better predictor of what
new adjectives will be learned than the structure of the
learning environment. Backscheider & Shatz (1993; see
also, Tare, Shatz, & Gilbertson, 2008) and Sandhofer and
Smith (1999) came to the same conclusion in their analy-
ses of children’s learning of color terms.

The finding that contextual diversity predicts age of
acquisition for early-learned verbs fits Hoff and Naigles
(2002) findings that the diversity in the syntactic context
in which individual verbs are heard predicts the diversity
in children’s use. Our findings lend support to the general
conclusion that for verbs, like nouns, hearing to-be-learned
words in a variety of contexts helps learning. This resolves
the question of the benefit of early consistency versus
diversity for verb learning in the favor of diversity. How-
ever, the arguments and evidence for the benefit of hearing
and use of verbs in narrow syntactic and semantic contexts
primarily concern the earliest stages up for learning (see
Akhtar & Tomasello, 1997; Goldberg, 2006; Goldberg
et al., 2004; Sethuraman, 2004; Tomasello, 2000). The
present analyses did not include an examination of possi-
ble changes in the statistical structure of child-directed
speech as a function of the developmental level of the
child. Sethuraman and Goodman (2004; see also Goldberg,
2006) reported evidence suggesting that consistency – i.e.,
a narrow range of contexts – for verbs in the input at
18 months predicts better acquisition of those verbs at
24 months. Therefore, it will be important (though difficult
given the reduction in size of the available corpora to be
analyzed) to investigate the statistical structure of child-
directed speech at different points in lexical development.

Limitations and open questions

Contextual diversity is both a fact about the learning
environment and a product of whatever it is that makes
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people talk the way do. Thus, it is possible that at the level
of word learning mechanisms, it is not contextual diversity
that matters per se, but other processes that cause people
to talk about what they do. For example, things young chil-
dren care about may be talked about in more contexts (be-
cause children care about them) and learned, not because
they are talked about in more contexts, but because chil-
dren care about them. Analyses of the present sort –
descriptions of the learning environment and structural
descriptions of the order in which words are learned—do
not address the question of learning mechanisms and so
in and of themselves cannot address this issue. However,
the results do point to one aspect of the learning environ-
ment (contextual diversity) that matters to the structure of
learning (the order in which words are learned) and in so
doing provides a link between learning history (the order
in which words are learned) and adult’s performance (free
associations). This seems a promising step toward defining
the data that need to be explained. Further, although the
correlational patterns reported here cannot show that con-
textual diversity itself matters to the word learning pro-
cess, this statistical property has been shown to be
relevant to many candidate learning mechanisms (e.g.,
Glenberg, 1979; Hayes & Clark, 1970; Rogers & McClelland,
2003; Verkoeijen et al., 2004).

In sum, all the evidence reported in this paper is corre-
lational and thus provides circumstantial but not causal
evidence for a role of contextual diversity in acquisition
or for the relation between age of acquisition and adult lex-
ical processing. For example, the age of acquisition effect—
in which lexical decision times are related to the age of a
word’s acquisition—might be interpreted as a situation
where early acquisition in some way sets up processes that
yield more rapid lexical retrieval in adults (Ellis &
Morrison, 1998). Alternatively, contextual diversity –and
the network structure it engenders – could be the root
cause of both age of acquisition and adult retrieval times.
In the final analysis, it seems likely the direction of causa-
tion goes in more than one direction and through more
than one mediating process (e.g., Recchia et al., 2008;
Stewart & Ellis, 2008). Word learning (and word retrieval)
are most likely a self-reinforcing dynamical system, in
which the earliest learned words become more easily re-
trieved during speech, and thus reinforce the learning of
these words earliest in future generations through a pro-
cess involving contextual diversity (see Gershkoff-Stowe
& Smith, 1997; Gershkoff-Stowe & Hahn, 2007, Gershk-
off-Stowe, 2002, for relevant empirical evidence). The
structure of language influences both real time processes
of language learning and language use, and over time these
create not only the long-term stable knowledge structures
that support language learning and language use, but also
the language-learning environment for the next generation
of learners.
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